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Abstract 

The goal of the EU project FLOTANT is to develop an innovative, low cost, low weight and safe floating wind 

concept that is optimized for deep water locations. This deliverable describes the physical model test 

performed in June 2021 at MARIN in the Netherlands of the complete floater, mooring and wind turbine to 

validate the performance of the FLOTANT integral system. The Model tests were performed of the FLOTANT 

floating offshore wind concept with a 12 MW turbine in MARIN’s Offshore Basin in June 2021, see Figure i-1. 

With the test campaign, the hydrodynamic behaviour of the floater and its associated mooring system was 

analysed for representative environmental conditions. For two headings, Heading1 (0 degrees) and Heading 

2 (-120 degrees), the system was tested in several sea states, one current velocity and physical wind. 

Furthermore, the interaction between turbine, floater and its mooring system was investigated in three wind 

spectra. Thereby, the wind turbine was either in operational or in idling mode. The results of the model test 

campaign can be used to proof the design and to validate and tune numerical simulations. 

 

Main findings of the test campaign were: 

 Model tests were performed with a wind turbine modelled by means of active controlled winches, which 
can be used to calibrate/validate a floating wind turbine simulation code. 

 Decay tests were performed to determine the natural periods and, where possible, system damping of 
the floater. The results can be used for calibrate the hydrodynamic simulation code. 

 First order response functions have been determined using white noise tests and regular wave tests.  

 Irregular sea states have been tested for different conditions at 0 and -120 degrees heading 

 Towing tests were performed in current to simulate the towing speed of the floater. The tests were 
performed in a soft mooring setup with current only and wave and current. 
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Figure i-1: General overview of the model 

 

ACRONYMS 

Symbol Unit Description 

BF - Basin fixed coordinate system 

DoF - Degree of Freedom 

OB - Offshore Basin 

Orcaflex - Time domain analysis software of Orcina Ltd. 

X,Y,Z m Coordinates of right-handed Cartesian axis system 

FX,FY,FZ N Forces in right-handed Cartesian axis system 

MARIN - Maritime Research Institute Netherlands 

PLOCAN - Project coordinator of EU project FLOTANT 

FLOTANT - EU research project for development of low cost FOWT 

FOWT - Floating Offshore Wind Turbine 

EU - European Commission 

std - Standard deviation (rms value) 

rms - Root mean square (rms value) 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The goal of the EU project FLOTANT is to develop an innovative, low cost, low weight and safe floating wind 

concept that is optimized for deep water locations. This deliverable describes the physical model test 

performed in June 2021 at MARIN in the Netherlands of the complete floater, mooring and wind turbine to 

validate the performance of the FLOTANT integral system. 

1.1 Background 

Based on the above set criteria the developed design was based on a barge type foundation, with concrete, 

steel and plastic as main materials. The tower is made of steel, the main structure in contact with seawater 

is made of concrete and the buoyancy is provided by plastic tanks. Figure 1-1 shows the design of the 

FLOTANT concept 6MD4 XPS steel tanks version. In order to validate the performance of the integral system 

consisting of the floater, mooring and turbine under relevant wind, waves and current action, model tests in 

Marin’s offshore wave basin were performed as shown in Figure 1-2. 

 

  

Figure 1-1: General view of the FLOTANT 

concept 6MD4 XPS steel tanks version 

Figure 1-2 Photo of the FLOTANT floating 

wind turbine model in the basin 
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1.2 FLOTANT scope of work 

The scope of work of the EU project is divided in the following main work packages: 

WP 1 Project management & coordination 

WP 2 Anchoring & mooring design 

WP 3 Dynamic cable 

WP 4 Floater specification 

WP 5 Prototype testing 

WP 6 Operation and maintenance 

WP 7 Techno-economic 

WP 8 Certification 

WP 9 Communication and dissemination 

1.1 Objectives of Task 5.2  

The main objectives are defined as follows: 

 The primary objective of this campaign is to validate the developed FLOTANT integral system (TRL 4) 
in a controlled basin (MARIN). For this it is required to correctly capture performance of the floater 
including the aerodynamic response of the turbine, the hydrodynamic response of the floater and the 
restoring contribution of the mooring system. 

 Provide a set of physical model tests results for tuning and verification of a numerical model as part of 
WP 4 

1.2 Content of the report 

In this report the following topics are addressed: 

 Description of the sign conventions 

 Description of the models used for the test campaign 

 Description of the facility and environmental conditions 

 Description of the applied wind simulation approach 

 Description of the measurements and data acquisition 

 Description of the experimental procedures 

 Description of the data and analysis performed on the results 

 Conclusions and recommendations 
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2 MODEL, FACILITIES AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

2.1 General conventions 

The following general conventions are used in this report: 

 All results are presented with full scale values. 

 The metric system of units (SI) is used. 

 A basin-fixed (BF = basin-fixed) and a ship-fixed (SF = ship-fixed) coordinate systems are used. 

 A right-handed coordinate system is used with the positive z-direction upwards.  

 All measured signals were zeroed prior to the tests. The presented quantities are therefore with respect 

to their initial value at the equilibrium position of the model in still water with the mooring lines connected. 

2.2 Sign convention 

2.2.1 Coordinate systems 

Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 show the orientation of the model respectively for Heading1 (0degrees) and 

Heading2 (-120 degrees). The basin-fixed (BF = basin-fixed) as well as the ship-fixed (SF = ship-fixed) 

coordinate systems are presented. For both systems, the origin is located at the centre of the floater 

geometry, i.e. at the centre of the tower. The vertical centre of the BF coordinate system is at the waterline 

and for the SF coordinate system at keel. The directions of the environmental conditions as well as the x, y, 

z and yaw motions of the floater are defined in the right-handed basin-fixed global coordinate system The 

roll and pitch motions of the floater, the accelerations and the loads are given in the right-handed ship-fixed 

coordinate system. 

 

Figure 2-1  Global basin-fixed coordinate system for Heading1 (0degrees) 
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Figure 2-2  Global basin-fixed coordinate system for Heading2 (-120degrees) 

 

The Offshore Basin uses a going-to definition for the wind, waves and current with 180° for waves travelling 

in negative x-direction of the basin-fixed coordinate system. The basin wave angles increase in counter 

clockwise direction. 

The relative ship-fixed environmental headings are defined as follows: 

0 degree heading  : stern on 

90 degrees heading  : starboard side on 

180 degrees heading  : bow on 

270 degrees heading  : port side on 

 

The accelerations, forces and moments are positive in the following directions: 

positive longitudinal force (Fx) : towards the bow  

positive lateral force  (Fy) : towards port side 

positive yaw moment  (Mz) : bow towards port side 
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2.3 Units 

The following metric (SI) units are used throughout this report unless otherwise stated: 

 Motions and dimensions are given in metres [m] 

 Angles are given in degrees [deg] 

 Masses are given in 1,000 kg [tonnes] 

 Forces are given in 1,000 Newtons [kN] 

 Moments are given in 1,000 Newton metres [kNm] 

2.4 Scale factor 

All results of the model tests are presented as prototype values in the tables and figures in this report unless 

denoted otherwise. The model tests results are converted from the model scale values applying Froude’s 

law of similitude. For scale  of 1:50, this means that the conversion factors of Table 2-1 can be applied. 

 

Quantity Model Prototype Ratio 

Linear dimension 1 [m] 50.00 [m]   

Area 1 [m2] 2,500 [m2] 2  

Volume 1 [m3] 125,000 [m3] 3  

Time 1 [s]  7.071 [s]   

Velocity 1 [m/s]  7.071 [m/s]   

Acceleration 1 [m/s2] 1 [m/s2] 1 

Angle 1 [deg] 1 [deg] 1 

Angular velocity 1 [deg/s]  0.141 [deg/s] 1/   

Mass 1 [kg] 128.1 [tonne] 3 1,000  

Force 1 [N] 128.1 [kN] 3 1,000  

Moment 1 [Nm] 6,406.2 [kNm] 4 1,000  

The ratio  =  1.025 between the specific weight of salt water and the fresh water in the basin indicates that all test results apply to 

seawater. 

TABLE 2-1. SCALE FACTORS 

2.5 Floater 

The complete floater is constructed on model scale as a rigid model. The base construction of the floater is 

built from PVC. The model is ballasted with weights inside of the floater. The heave plate is constructed from 

PVC plate, as shown in Figure 2-3.  
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Figure 2-3 Details of the build model 

 

The weight distribution of the floater model represents the weight distribution of the unmoored (free floating) 

floater with pretension compensation weights added to the fairleads. This configuration allows to perform GM 

measurements at the correct draft. The presented KG and GM values are including these compensations 

weights. Overview drawings of the model can be found in Figure 2-4 The realized values for the weight 

distribution are all within 5% of the specified values. The realized values will be used in the rest of this report 

for example for the calculated location of the centre of gravity (COG). 
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Figure 2-4  General arrangement 
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2.6 Mooring system 

The mooring system consists of 4 catenary mooring lines which hold the floater in place. The mooring system 

is semi-taut and rather light weight. The lines themselves consists of 3 segments. From anchor to fairlead: 

steel chain (short section), a buoyancy can and carbon fibre rope. TFI have designed an polymer spring-

damper that reduces the peak mooring loads at the fairlead. This non-linear polymer spring has been 

linearized in the model tests. It was decided that two (2) linear springs will be tested in the basin tests. The 

linear springs have been incorporated in the mooring model. Figure 2-5 gives an overview of the constructed 

mooring lines. 

 

Figure 2-5  Mooring lines 

2.6.1 Mooring system Wave 12 (Hs=10m and Tp=13s) 

The project also liked to assess the performance of the mooring system at a high sea states for the West of 

Barra site however the mooring system was designed for the Gran Canaria site with lower environmental 

conditions. At this higher sea states, a higher stiffness of the spring is required to ensure acceptable floater 

offsets. It was therefore decided to manufacture a stiffer spring for Wave 12. During the model tests, the 

original spring was replaced by the stiffer spring just prior to the high sea state wave 12.  

2.7 Active ballast system 

There are two different systems of ballast: passive and active. In the passive ballast system, water does not 

move between tanks (hence passive), while in the active system, water is moved around depending on the 

wind conditions to counteract heeling moment. The amount of water in each system is fixed during the service 

life. During the model tests the Active Ballast System (ABS) was modelled with a pre-defined weight of 

1128tons that was shifted with a fixed distance of 21.071m over the deck of the floater for a number of tests. 

2.8 Wind turbine 

The wind turbine is modelled by a stiff carbon tower and a dedicated cross to which the winch lines are 

attached to model the wind loads. The tower is constructed from carbon pipe and is designed to have a 

sufficient bending stiffness for the natural frequencies to be higher than the wave frequencies. During the 

model tests the consortium defined 12 MW thrust curve was used as basis. However in the basin setup the 

horizontal(0 degrees shaft tilt angle) aerodynamic drag only needs to be modelled, as the weight of the 

nacelle is physical modelled in the basin. The consortium presented thrust curve included a 5 degrees shift 

angle, which resulted in a gravity load of the nacelle weight as part of the thrust. The total factor load we 

corrected for was 259kN see below summation and is the difference between the two thrust curves in the 

below graph 
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RotMass (kg) 303246 kG 

Gravity 9.81 m/s2 

ShftTilt (deg) -5 deg 

 -RotMass*Gravity*SIN(ShftTilt) 

Thrust correct 
load 259 kN 

 

Figure 2-6  Thrust curve and aerodynamic thrust of the 12 MW wind turbine 

2.9 Facility 

The model tests are performed in MARIN’s Offshore Basin. In the Offshore Basin (OB) irregular long and 

short crested waves can be generated. The OB is 45m long, 36m wide and has an adjustable water depth 

with a maximum of 10m. The basin is mainly designed for testing models of offshore structures which are 

fixed, moored or controlled by dynamic positioning, in waves, wind and current. More information on the 

facility can be found in the Appendix 3.  

2.10 Sign convention 

The sign conventions can be found in section 2.2. The origin of the local coordinate system is on keel level 

in the center of the floater.  

2.11 Measurement cable setup 

The model was equipped with a number of measurement and power cables. These cables are connected to 

a cable following system which follows the model motions based on the actual motion measurements. In 

most Offshore Basin testing, the cable weight can be neglected when compared to the model weight. 

However, since the tested design is light on model scale, the dynamics of the cable following system might 

somewhat interfere with the floater motions. In surge and sway direction the cable following system follows 

the model at all times. The stiffness of the mooring system is such that the cables are not expected to add 

significant stiffness. There could however be a small influence of the swinging motion of the cable bundle in 

wave frequent motions, which cannot be quantified. 
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3 SIMULATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

3.1 General 

The environmental conditions generated in the Offshore Basin are presented in this chapter. Furthermore, 

the procedures to calibrate the environmental conditions are described. A general description of the wave 

and current generation capabilities of the Offshore Basin can be found in the Appendix 3. 

 

Prior to the model tests, the current and waves were calibrated by measurements at the design position of 

the model (without the vessel present in the basin). During the calibration and model tests, the current and 

waves were monitored at the reference positions. The wind was applied by a set of wind fans on the model.  

3.2 Current 

The current profile over the water depth is not calibrated or measured in this project. The used current profile 

is based on current profiles from the MARIN database closest to the desired current. The current velocity’s 

were 0.47m/s and 1.69m/s. 

3.3 Waves  

Waves were not calibrated prior to the wave tests. The wave spectra used throughout the tests were 

JONSWAP and white noise wave spectra. A detailed description of different types of wave spectra 

formulations is given in Appendix 6. The JONSWAP spectra are formulated as follows: 

2

p

p

exp2 4 4 2
s p p

5 4

C H
S ( ) exp 1.25

    
      



   
       
   

 

with  

2

0.597 0.3125
C

1.27 1.47 0.168

  


     
 

  

in which 

Sζ(ω)  =  spectral density at wave frequency ω, [m2 s] 

  =  circular wave frequency, [rad/s] 

p  =  peak frequency = 2π/TP, [rad/s] 

TP  =  peak period, [s] 

Hs  =  significant wave height, [m] 

   =  peak enhancement factor, 2.4  
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and  
a p

b p

  for      
   =   

  for    

   
  

    

 or a P

b P

  for  T   T
   =   

  for  T  T

 
  

 
  

 

The dimensionless shape parameters a and b were taken as: 

a   =  0.07 

b   =  0.09 

The significant wave height is defined as: S 0
0

H 4 S ( )d 4 m


        

where 0 m is the area beneath the wave spectrum. 

3.4 Regular waves 

The regular waves were not calibrated 
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3.5 Wind loads by force controlled winches 

The wind loads are generated by 5 winches. controlled by a Software-in-the-Loop (SIL) algorithm. Consisting 

of 4-wire-winch-system with 1 additional forward centre line providing pretension, as shown in below figures.   

 

 

Figure 3-1: Impression of the wind turbine setup/wind 
turbine winch system for the Flotant platform 

Figure 3-2: Impression (detail) of winch system to control 
aerodynamic loads on the platform 

 

In order to apply the loads MARIN has made use of a smart control system with minimal latency in the system. 
Note that the weight and weight distribution of tower and RNA have been incorporated in the physical model 
so that inertia loads are correctly modelled. Thereby the output of the aerodynamic loads (as per aNySIM 
XMF) without the inertia contribution of the turbine, can be directly applied to the physical system. MARIN 
has developed an algorithm through which the moments and forces resulting from the software are allocated 
among the 4+1 winches (see Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4). 
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Figure 3-3: 4-wire-winch control loop Figure 3-4: Interface at which the loads will be 
determined 

The simulation for the wind turbine results in a 3DOF loading at the base of the turbine. This 3DOF loading 

includes:  

 Moment around y-axis: Myy 

 Moment around z-axis: Mzz 

 Thrust: Tx 

Through the allocation algorithm as part of the control loop the load will be distributed over the 4+1 winch 

lines. 
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4 MEASUREMENTS, DATA ACQUISITION AND POST 

PROCESSING 

4.1 General 

An overview of the measured signals as well as their definitions and sign conventions is given in this chapter. 

Furthermore, the applied instrumentation is listed and some key information of the measurement system is 

given. Finally, an overview of the signals that were derived from the measured signals is given. The location 

of the instrumentation on the model is presented in Figure 4-1. 

 

 

Figure 4-1  Instrumentation location 

APSF

ASBF
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REL_MID_F

REL_PS_F

REL_COL_F
6CFF_ nacelle
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F_WIND_TOP

F_WIND_SB/PS

F_WIND_BOT

F_WIND_FOR
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APSFASBF ACLA

ANAC

6CFF_ nacelle

F_moor_1/4 F_moor_2F_moor_3

F_WIND_TOP

F_WIND_PSF_WIND_SB

F_WIND_BOT

F_WIND_FOR

Target

Description Instrumentation X-coordinate Y-coordinate Z-coordinate

[-] [-] [m] w.r.t. st.10 [m] w.r.t. CL [m] w.r.t. keel

Accelerometer APSF 10.00 17.32 18.40

Accelerometer ASBF 10.00 -17.32 18.40

Accelerometer ACLA -20.00 0.00 18.40

Accelerometer ANAC 2.25 0.00 126.11

Relative wave probe green water REL_F 25.00 0.00 0.00

Relative wave probe green water REL_MID_F 17.68 17.68 0.00

Relative wave probe green water REL_PS_F 0.00 25.00 0.00

Relative wave probe green water REL_COL_F 5.85 0.00 0.00

Force frame 6DOF 6CFF_ nacelle 0.00 0.00 129.45

Mooring line tension F_moor_1 28.27 0.00 1.00

Mooring line tension F_moor_2 -14.13 24.48 1.00

Mooring line tension F_moor_3 -14.13 -24.48 1.00

Mooring line tension F_moor_4 28.27 0.00 1.00

Forces windwinch F_WIND_TOP -4.25 0.00 162.45

Forces windwinch F_WIND_PS -4.25 30.75 131.70

Forces windwinch F_WIND_SB -4.25 -30.75 131.70

Forces windwinch F_WIND_BOT -4.25 0.00 100.95

Forces windwinch F_WIND_FOR 7.50 0.00 131.70

Motion measurement system
6DOF Target 18.70 -5.10 37.90

Z

Y

Z

X

Y

X
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4.2 Data acquisition 

The model tests were carried out in the Offshore Basin, see also Section 3. Part of the signals is measured 

using an analogue system and part of the applied measurement systems has a direct digital output. 

For the data acquisition of the analogue signals the MARIN Measurement System (MMS2) was used. Before 

sampling an on-line anti-aliasing filter was applied. All the signals were sampled and stored at a sampling 

rate of 200 Hz. The sampling rate of 200 Hz results in a time interval of respectively 0.0354 seconds 

(prototype values) between each two subsequent samples. 

The digital signals were measured with the MSES system. For the digital signals no on-line filtering and 

sampling is required. The digital signals included the measured displacements from the optical measurement 

systems and the logging of system feedback signals. The applied sampling rate for the digital signals was 

100 Hz. 

The irregular wave tests each had a duration of ½ + 3 hours (prototype values). This means that at a sample 

rate of 100 Hz 1260000 data points are available for the statistical analysis of each measured channel. The 

first half hour of the measurement is considered as start-up time to let possible transient phenomena vanish. 

In total 1080000 data points are used for the data analysis. This is assumed to be sufficient to allow a reliable 

statistical analysis on low frequency as well as wave frequency phenomena. 

4.3 Instrumentation / measured quantities 

This section summarizes the instrumentation that was installed in the basin and on the model during the test 

campaign. The following signals were measured and recorded at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz or 200 Hz:  

 Reference wave heights 

Resistance type wave probe. 

 Current velocity at reference position 

Acoustic current velocity meter (NOBSKA) 

 Forces delivered by the wind winches 

Six-component measurement frames with strain gauge force transducers. 

 Translations (X, Y, Z) and rotations (, , ) of the model 

NDI contact-less optical position measurement system (above water). The system determines the model 

motions based on the recorded positions of three infrared LEDs on a position target placed on the model. 

Based on the measured motions of the three LEDs the NDI system calculates the 6 degrees of freedom 

(3 translations and 3 rotations). All motions are defined in the basin-fixed (BF) system of axes, except 

roll and pitch which are defined in the ship-fixed (SFT0) system of axes. 

 Accelerations on the model 

3 dof Piezo-type accelerometers at 5 locations. This configuration allows to calculate the accelerations 

in 6 dof at any required position on board of the model.  

Relative wave heights along the model 

Resistance type wave probes. 

 Mooring line tensions 
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Ring shaped strain gauge force transducers placed in the each line at fairlead position. 

 

 Wind loads applied 

Ring shaped strain gauge force transducers placed in the each wind line  

Table 1 through Table 3 in the appendix represent a list of the measured quantities including their 

designation, sign conventions and measuring devices. The locations of the instruments are shown in Figure 

4-1 

4.4 Derived quantities 

Table 4 in the appendix gives a review of the signals derived from the measured signals is presented. The 

signals that were derived from the measured signals are as follows: 

 Accelerations of the FOWT at CoG (6DOF) and at other points (3DOF) as listed Table 4-1. The 

gravitational acceleration g is subtracted from all acceleration signals by using the following formula: 

 𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 − 𝑔. 

 Motions of the floater at CoG (6DOF) and at the origin (3DOF). 

 Total forces and moments around the wind application point for the port side and the starboard tower, 

corrected for inertia. 

 Total forces and moments around the turret keel level, corrected for inertia. 

 

Location 
X[m] 
St.10 

Y[m] 
Cl 

Z[m] 
keel 

COG 0.05 0 12.24 

NAC 0 0 131.7 

BOT_TOW 0 0 27 

TABLE 4-1 MOTION CALCULATION POINTS  

4.5 Examples of signals in irregular wave tests 

The records of the signals during the tests were of one of the following types: 

 The type I record consists of a fast oscillating value, of which the frequency corresponds to the 

frequency of the wave (WF). 
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Figure 4-2:  Type I signal with WF oscillations 

 

 The type II record consists of a fast oscillating value, which is superimposed on a slowly varying 

value (LF). 

 

 

Figure 4-3:  Type II signal with combined WF and LF oscillations 

 

 The type III record consists also of an oscillating signal of which the frequency corresponds to the 

wave frequency, superimposed on a slowly varying signal. But in this case the fast oscillating part is 

small compared to the slowly varying signal. 

 

Figure 4-4:  Type III signal with LF oscillations 

 

 The type IV record is typical for slamming loads as well as green water on deck. 

 

 

Figure 4-5:  Type IV signal for impact loads 

 

4.6 Types of data reduction 

Each paragraph of this chapter discusses types of analyses that have been applied to present the model test 

results.  

4.6.1 Statistical analysis 

The two types of statistical analysis that can be done on the measured data are described in the Appendix 5 
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at the end of this report. They are referred to as Statistical and Extrema Statistical analysis later on in this 

report. For the extrema statistical analysis a low pass filter is used with a cut-off frequency of 3 * wave 

frequency. 

4.6.2 Decay Analysis 

The decay tests are analysed in order to determine the natural periods and damping coefficients. The MARIN 

standard method was used to analyse the damping coefficients based on a decay test. 

4.6.3 Weibull fits 

For the extreme values of a number of signals (e.g. roll motion) a 3-parameter Weibull fit was made through 

10, 25 and 50% of the highest peak or through values. The percentage of peaks to be used for the Weibull 

fit was selected by MARIN. This fitted line was used to determine the most probable maximum (MPM) values 

of the signals. 

4.6.4 Response Spectra 

The motion response spectrum was determined for all irregular wave tests. It was analysed at the target 

position.  

4.6.5 Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) 

The motion RAO was determined for all wave tests. It was analysed at the target position. The lead signal is 

the calibrated wave.  

4.6.6 Fast Fourier transform (FFT) 

Several analysis needs an FFT, like the response spectra or the filtered extrema statistical analysis. The FFT 

is always applied on resampled data to avoid issues due to non equidistant data. 
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4.7 Data analysis and deliverables for each type of test 

4.7.1 Decay Tests  

Channels: 

 6DOF motions at CoG 

 

Deliverables: 

 PQ analysis  

 Time trace plot of measured quantity (for example, roll for a roll decay) combined with a fit based on 

the derived PQ values 

 Time traces – plotted and in HDF5 format 

 Spectrum plot of measured quantity and in HDF5 format 

 

4.7.2 Hammer Tests  

Channels: 

 Relevant acceleration and force at the wind application points of both towers 

 

Deliverables: 

 Spectrum plot of measured quantity and in HDF5 format 

 

4.7.3 Model Tests in Regular Waves  

Channels: 

 Reference basin wave elevations 

 Current velocity at the reference position of the basin 

 6DOF motions at COG and the origin 

 Measured accelerations 

 3DOF angular accelerations at the CoG 

 3DOF accelerations at CoG and other points 

 Relative wave elevations around the hull 

 Mooring line loads 

 Wind winch line loads 

 Total forces and moments around wind application point  

 

Deliverables: 

 Statistical analysis of the signals 

 Time trace plots of the same time frame as the statistical analysis 

 Time traces – HDF5 format 

 Harmonic Analyse of all relevant signals for the same time frame as selected for the wave calibration 
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4.7.4 Model Tests in Irregular Waves  

Channels: 

 Reference basin wave elevations 

 Current velocity at the reference position of the basin 

 6DOF motions at COG and the origin 

 Measured accelerations 

 3DOF angular accelerations at the CoG 

 3DOF accelerations at CoG and other points 

 Relative wave elevations around the hull 

 Mooring line loads 

 Wind winch line loads 

 Total forces and moments around wind application point  

 

Deliverables: 

 Time trace plots of the unfiltered measured quantities 

 Time traces of the unfiltered measured quantities – HDF5 format 

 (Extrema) Statistical mean crossing statistical analysis of unfiltered signals (UF) 

 Spectrum response plots and tables for the motions at Centre of Gravity 

 RAO plots and tables for the motions at Centre of Gravity 

 Weibull Analysis for relevant signals filtered and un filtered 

 

4.7.5 Towing tests 

Channels: 

 Reference basin wave elevations 

 Current velocity at the reference position of the basin 

 6DOF motions at COG and the origin 

 Measured accelerations 

 3DOF angular accelerations at the CoG 

 3DOF accelerations at CoG and other points 

 Relative wave elevations around the hull 

 Soft Mooring line loads 

 

Deliverables: 

 Time trace plots of the unfiltered measured quantities 

 Time traces of the unfiltered measured quantities – HDF5 format 

 (Extrema) Statistical mean crossing statistical analysis of unfiltered signals (UF) 

 Spectrum response plots and tables for the motions at Centre of Gravity 

 RAO plots and tables for the motions at Centre of Gravity 

 Weibull Analysis for relevant signals filtered and un filtered 
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4.8 Visualization 

During the model tests and the preparations still photographs were taken. Furthermore, video recordings 

were made. 

 

Still photographs 

Still photographs were taken of the models in the workshop, the test set-up in the basin and during a selected 

number of model tests. A selection of the photographs is shown on the photo pages at the end of this report.  

 

Video recordings 

Video recordings were made to obtain a good overall impression of the behaviour of the floater.  
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5 TEST REVIEW AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

5.1 Test review 

In this section, a brief overview of the model tests performed is given. A more complete overview is shown 

at the end of this report. 

o Static offset tests [see TABLE 5]  

o Decay tests [see TABLE 6]  

o Hammer tests [see TABLE 7] 

o Moored Tests in environmental conditions [see TABLE 8 and TABLE 10] 

o Towing Tests in soft mooring [see TABLE 11] 

5.2 Experimental procedures 

The test procedures applied in the different types of model tests performed in this project phase are described 

in this section.  

5.2.1 Weight distribution procedure 

Prior to any test in the basin, the weight distribution of the model is calibrated. The MARIN standard 

experimental procedure was followed to prepare the weight distribution of the model.  

5.2.2 Zero adjustment 

All results presented in this report are given with respect to the ‘zero values’ taken after each setup change 

and at the beginning of every new day. In its zero-position, the floater is at the specified draft, at even keel 

and positioned by the tendons and specifically installed rods at 0.0m offset and 0 yaw angle. The zero values 

in each test represent the actual values of the respective quantities for the model in this starting position. The 

tendon tensions are reported including the pretension. The actual pretension is measured directly after 

installation of the system. These measured pretension values are added in post-processing to the zeroed 

measured values.  

5.2.3 Inclination tests 

Prior to any test in the basin and after calibration of the weight distribution on the Resonic table, inclination 

tests are conducted to verify the correctness of the roll stiffness. For the inclination tests, one weight located 

at midship is shifted in the transverse direction, and the resulting inclination roll angle is measured. Based 

on the shifting distance, shifted mass and displacement of the floater, the GM value is calculated.  

 

The inclination tests were performed free floating. The pretension weights were hanged from the fairlead 

points in order to obtain the correct draft. The bearing was free to rotate during these tests. 

5.2.4 Static load tests 

Prior to the actual wave model tests, the stiffness of the horizontal mooring arrangement was verified by 

means of pull-out tests, also referred to as static load tests. During the static load tests the model is connected 

to the basin carriage, with all mooring lines (and risers, if applicable) connected as shown in Figure 5-1. 

Subsequently, static load-displacement tests are carried out using the following procedure. 
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Figure 5-1: Mooring system static load setup 

5.2.5 Decay tests 

Motion decay tests are carried out by pulling or pushing the model from its equilibrium position, after which it 

is released. In this project, decay tests were carried out free floating in three directions and moored in five 

directions. The resulting decaying motions are recorded for later analysis.  

Free floating decay tests have been performed for roll, pitch and heave direction. For the free floating decay 

tests the pretension weights were hanged from the fairlead points in order to obtain the correct draft. The 

bearing was free to rotate during these tests.  

5.2.6 Tests in waves 

A series of regular and irregular wave tests were performed with wind and current for two different headings 

as shown Figure 5-2. Extreme sea state Wave 12 (Hs=10m and Tp=13s) was tested at the end of the test 

schedule for Heading1 (0 degrees) as well as for Heading2 (-120 degrees). For this extreme sea state an 

additional spring was added to the mooring system as described in section 2.6.1. As the mooring loads were 

much higher than for which the mooring system was designed this spring in the upwind mooring line 2 

overstretched during the 120 degrees heading tests, but this was the last test so it had no implication on the 

other tests. Furthermore a severe sea state of Hs=5.5 and Tp=12s was tested for both headings. All results 

and analysis can be found in the data delivery. In this report five aspects are discussed: 

- Horizontal displacements 

- Pitch motions 

- Mooring line tensions 

- Accelerations at the top of the towers 

- Relative wave heights 

The relevant motion response results of the white noise and regular wave tests can be found in FIGURE 1 

and FIGURE 2 for the 0 degrees heading and FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4 for -120 degrees heading. The surge 

and sway RAO have the same response for the low and high white noise wave. The heave RAO show some 

non-linearity around the Eigen frequency for both headings, in which the RAO is around 1.8m/m for the lower 

white noise and 1.6m/m for the high white noise.  
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Figure 5-2: Aft view of the model in the basin 
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6 CONCLUSION 

Based on the results presented in this report, the following conclusions and recommendations seem justified: 

 Model tests were performed with a wind turbine modelled by means of active controlled winches, 
which can be used to calibrate/validate a floating wind turbine simulation code. 

 Decay tests were performed to determine the natural periods and, where possible, system damping 
of the floater. The results can be used for calibrate the hydrodynamic simulation code. 

 First order response functions have been determined using white noise tests and regular wave tests.  

 Irregular sea states have been tested for different conditions at 0 and -120 degrees heading 

 Towing tests were performed in current to simulate the towing speed of the floater. The tests were 

performed in a soft mooring setup with current only and wave and current. 
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APPENDIX 1 Measurement channels 
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TABLE 1 DESIGNATION, NOTATION, SIGN CONVENTION AND MEASURING DEVICE OF 
MEASURED QUANTITIES 

 

[measuring frequency 100 Hz] 

Designation: Notation: Positive for: Measured by: 

MOTIONS OF MODEL AT TARGET POSITION: 

Translations:     Model moving: 

NDI optical measuring system 

Longitudinal motion   X TARGET Forward   

Transverse motion   Y TARGET To portside   

Vertical motion   Z TARGET Upward   

  
 

        

Rotations:         

Around longitudinal axis ROLL Starboard down 

Around transverse axis PITCH Bow down   

Around vertical axis   YAW Bow to portside 
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TABLE 2 DESIGNATION, NOTATION, SIGN CONVENTION AND MEASURING DEVICE OF 
MEASURED QUANTITIES 

[measuring frequency 200 Hz] 

WAVE ELEVATIONS AT REFERENCE POINTS: 

For locations see figure 

WAVE_CL   

Wave crest Resistance type waveprobes WAVE_180   

WAVE_270   

MOTION OF WAVE GENERATOR: 

180 deg stroke (BF) STROKE_W Forward Potentiometer 

WIND FORCE (FRAME): 

Wind force 

F_WIND_TOP 

Tension Force transducer 

F_WIND_PS 

F_WIND_SB 

F_WIND_BOT 

F_WIND_FORE 

ACCELERATIONS AT ACCELEROMETER POSITIONS: 

On deck centre aft:   Model moving: 

Accelerometers 

Longitudinal acceleration AX_CLA Forward  

Transverse acceleration AY_CLA To portside  

Vertical acceleration AZ_CLA Upward  

          

On deck port side:      

Longitudinal acceleration AX_PSF Forward  

Transverse acceleration AY_PSF To portside  

Vertical acceleration AZ_PSF Upward  

          

On deck starboard:      

Longitudinal acceleration AX_SBF Forward  

Transverse acceleration AY_SBF To portside  

Vertical acceleration AZ_SBF Upward  

          

At the tower:        

Longitudinal acceleration AX_NAC Forward  

Transverse acceleration AY_NAC To portside  

Vertical acceleration AZ_NAC Upward   

FORCES IN SIX COMPONENT FRAME AT NACELLE: 

    Pushing top 6c frame: 

Six component frame 

Longitudinal FX Forward 

Transverse 
FY_F 

To port side 

FY_A 

Vertical 

FZ_PSM 

Upward FZ_SBF 

FZ_SBA 
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TABLE 3 DESIGNATION, NOTATION, SIGN CONVENTION AND MEASURING DEVICE OF 
MEASURED QUANTITIES 

 

[measuring frequency 200 Hz] 

Designation: Notation: Positive for: Measured by: 

RELATIVE WAVE PROBES: 

Relative wave probes 

REL_F 

Wave crest Resistance type wave probes 

REL_MID_F 

REL_PS_F 

REL_PS_MID 

MOORING LINE FORCES: 

Mooring line forces 

ML_01 

Tension Ring shaped transducers 

ML_02 

ML_03 

ML_04 

SOFT MOORING LINE FORCES: 

Soft Mooring line forces 

F_SBF 

Tension Ring shaped transducers 

F_SBA 

F_PSF 

F_PSA 
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TABLE 4 DESIGNATION, NOTATION AND SIGN CONVENTION DERIVED QUANTITIES 

Designation: Notation: Positive for: 

TRANSLATIONS OF MODEL: 

At centre of gravity:   Model moving: 

Longitudinal motion x_COG Forward 

Transverse motion y_COG To portside 

Vertical motion z_COG Upward 

      

For other points of interest see table 8     

ROTATIONS OF MODEL: 

Aorund longitudinal axis ROLL   Starboard down 

Around transverse axis PITCH   Bow down 

Around vertical axis YAW   Bow to portside 

LINEAR ACCELERATIONS OF MODEL: 

At centre of gravity:   Model accelerating: 

Longitudinal motion AX_COG Forward 

Transverse motion AY_COG To portside 

Vertical motion AZ_COG Upward 

      

For other points of interest see table 8     

ROTATIONAL ACCELERATIONS OF MODEL: 

Aorund longitudinal axis ROLL_ACC   Starboard down 

Around transverse axis PITCH_ACC  Bow down 

Around vertical axis YAW_ACC   Bow to portside 

FORCES AND MOMENT: 

Total force FTOT_Tower Always positive 

Longitudinal force FX_Tower Forward 

Transverse force FY_Tower To portside 

Vertical force FZ_Tower Upwards 

Moment around longitudinal axis MX_Tower Starboard down 

Moment around transverse axis MY_Tower Bow down 

Moment around vertical axis MZ_Tower Bow to portside 
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TABLE 5 REVIEW OF STATIC OFFSET TESTS 

MARIN Test No. 
30995_04OB_02_ 

Direction 
[deg] 

Offset 
[m] 

FX 
[kN] 

FY 
[kN] 

FZ 
[kN] 

MX 
[kNm] 

MY 
[kNm] 

Line 1 
[kN] 

Line 2 
[kN] 

Line 3 
[kN] 

Line 4 
[kN] 

Heading 0 deg 

003_001_01 

X 

0.0 11 

- 

-2776 

- 

5474 662 1343 1574 665 

003_002_01 -2.5 3938 -2996 128736 2441 196 201 2418 

003_003_01 -5.0 7128 -4789 234451 4280 89 87 4248 

003_004_01 -8.8 11786 -7610 390937 7005 62 60 6966 

003_005_01 -12.5 16266 -10290 543084 9615 52 47 9559 

003_006_01 -7.5 9704 -6337 320829 5766 69 66 5746 

003_007_01 -3.8 5036 -3534 164735 3038 120 115 3025 

003_008_01 0.0 -176 -2713 -672 556 1386 1587 547 

003_009_01 2.5 -2274 -4690 -61075 148 3188 3429 144 

003_010_01 7.5 -5386 -9489 -148730 84 6853 7171 82 

004_001_01 

Y 

0.0 

- 

-115 -2660 4717 

- 

595 1293 1484 586 

004_002_01 -2.5 2874 -3866 -73824 743 4461 98 471 

004_003_01 -5.0 4891 -5844 -128014 905 7433 61 395 

004_004_01 -7.0 6530 -7457 -172781 1056 9814 49 348 

004_005_01 -6.3 5820 -6759 -153359 995 8770 54 367 

004_006_01 -3.8 3615 -4581 -93684 806 5522 74 439 

004_007_01 0.0 -418 -2673 12719 576 1054 1724 597 

004_008_01 2.5 -3125 -4098 84709 464 82 4862 739 

004_009_01 5.0 -5204 -6120 141581 383 52 7933 902 

004_010_01 0.0 -273 -2665 9000 587 1172 1610 584 

Heading -120 deg 

002_001_03 

X 

0.0 -130 

- 

-2691 

- 

-4623.6 656 1263 1491 650 

002_002_03 -1.3 1537 -3021 53513.6 404 3028 690 344 

002_003_03 -2.5 3038 -3760 105710 273 4851 210 221 

002_004_03 -3.8 4279 -4809 148433 211 6644 117 170 

002_012_01 -5.8 6160 -6558 212644 162 9437 81 132 

002_006_02 -5.0 5402 -5844 186852 177 8301 89 143 

002_007_02 -3.0 3390 -4011 117842 247 5312 156 198 

002_008_03 0.0 -2359 -2753 -8274.5 681 1185 1591 680 

002_009_02 2.5 -2178 -4164 -75219 1407 73 3421 1696 

002_010_02 5.0 -3452 -6336 -117730 2181 46 5247 2770 

002_011_02 0.0 -161 -2750 -5660.7 658 1267 1548 653 
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TABLE 6 REVIEW OF DECAY TESTS 

MARIN Test No. 
30995_04OB_ 

Test condition Quantity 
Natural Period 

[s] 
P 
 [-] 

Q 
 [1/unit] 

Free Floating 

03_001_009_01   Heave Decay Z_COG 11.1 - - 

03_001_010_01   Heave Decay Z_COG 11.1 - - 

03_001_005_01   Roll Decay ROLL 29.9 0.119 0.010 

03_001_006_01   Roll Decay ROLL 29.9 0.010 0.040 

03_001_007_01   Pitch Decay PITCH 29.9 0.037 0.026 

03_001_008_01   Pitch Decay PITCH 29.9 0.016 0.034 

Moored - No winch - 0 deg 

03_001_016_01   Surge Decay X_COG 37.0 - - 

03_001_022_02   Sway Decay Y_COG 29.0 - - 

03_001_020_01   Heave Decay Z_COG 10.5 0.400 -2.230 

03_001_019_01   Roll Decay ROLL 21.6 - - 

03_001_015_01   Pitch Decay PITCH 24.4 - - 

03_001_021_01   Yaw Decay YAW 42.8 0.341 -0.019 

Moored - with winch - -120 deg 

03_001_045_02 * Surge Decay X_COG 24.9 - - 

03_001_046_01 * Sway Decay Y_COG 22.7 - - 

03_001_043_01 * Roll Decay ROLL 24.7 - - 

03_001_044_01 * Pitch Decay PITCH 24.1 - - 

Soft Moored - with winch - 0 deg 

03_001_057_01   Surge Decay X_COG 119.3 0.097 0.022 

03_001_056_01   Sway Decay Y_COG 113.8 0.056 0.034 

03_001_054_01   Roll Decay ROLL 26.8 0.038 0.028 

03_001_055_01   Pitch Decay PITCH 25.4 0.045 0.025 

*Surge and sway are delivered model fixed         
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TABLE 7 REVIEW OF HAMMER TESTS 

 

  

MARIN Test No. 30995_04OB_03_ Hit location* 

  

001_034_01 -X Low 

001_036_01 +Y Low 

001_035_02 -X High 

001_037_01 +Y High 
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TABLE 8 REVIEW OF TESTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS (1/2) 

MARIN Test No. 
30995_04OB_ 

Description 
Time 
[h] 

Wave Characteristics Wind Current 

Hs 
[m] 

Tp 
[s] 

Dir.  
[deg] 

γ 
[-] 

Vel. 
[m/s] 

Dir. 
[deg] 

Spec. Vel. 
[m/s] 

Dir. 
[deg] 

Moored - Heading 0 deg - No wind 

03_003_001_03   Wave 3 - WN 

0.5+3.0 

1.5 4.0 - 25.0 

180 

- 

- - - - - 

03_004_001_02   Wave 4 - WN 5.00 4.0 - 25.0 - 

03_005_001_02   Wave 5 2.50 6.0 4.0 

03_006_001_02   Wave 6 2.50 8.0 1.0 

03_007_001_02   Wave 7 2.50 10.0 1.0 

03_008_001_02   Wave 8 2.50 18.0 1.0 

03_009_001_02   Wave 9 3.00 6.0 5.0 

03_010_001_01   Wave 10 3.00 8.0 1.6 

Moored - Heading 0 deg - Including wind 

03_005_004_01 */** Wind only 

1.0 

- - - - 11.4 180 Low - - 

03_005_005_03   Wind only - - - - 11.4 180 Low - - 

03_011_003_01   Wind only - - - - 21.0 180 Mid - - 

03_012_003_01 */** Wind and Current - - - - 27.0 180 High 1.69 180 

03_012_002_01   Current only - - - - - - - 1.69 180 

03_005_003_01 */** Wave 5 

0.5+3.0 

2.50 6.0 180 4.0 11.4 180 Low - - 

03_005_003_02   Wave 5 2.50 6.0 180 1.6 11.4 180 Low - - 

03_010_002_01 */** Wave 10 3.00 8.0 180 1.6 11.4 180 Low - - 

03_010_002_02   Wave 10 3.00 8.0 180   11.4 180 Low - - 

03_011_002_01 */** Wave 11 5.44 12.0 180   21.0 180 Mid - - 

03_011_002_02   Wave 11 5.44 12.0 180   21.0 180 Mid - - 

03_012_001_01 * Wave 12 10.00 13.0 180   27.0 180 High 1.69 180 

03_005_006_01   Wave 5 - Trim 2.50 6.0 180 4.0 11.4 180 Low - - 

03_010_003_01   Wave 10 - Trim 3.00 8.0 180 1.6 11.4 180 Low - - 

03_011_004_01   Wave 11 - Trim 5.44 12.0 180   21.0 180 Mid - - 

03_005_007_02   Wave 5 2.50 6.0 180 4.0 11.4 225 Low - - 

03_010_004_02   Wave 10 3.00 8.0 180 1.6 11.4 225 Low - - 

03_011_005_01   Wave 11 5.44 12.0 180   21.0 225 Mid - - 

03_005_009_01   Wave 5 2.50 6.0 180 4.0 11.4 225 Low - - 

03_010_005_01   Wave 10 3.00 8.0 180 1.6 11.4 225 Low - - 

*Including relative wind speed 
          

**Due to large floater motions 6 component frame locked 
       

***Spring in frontal mooring line strechted due to high tension 
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TABLE 9 REVIEW OF TESTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS (1/2) 

MARIN Test No. 
30995_04OB_ 

Description 
Time 
[h] 

Wave Characteristics Wind Current 

Hs 
[m] 

Tp 
[s] 

Dir.  
[deg] 

γ 
[-] 

Vel. 
[m/s] 

Dir. 
[deg] 

Spec. 
Vel. 

[m/s] 
Dir. 

[deg] 

Moored - Heading -120 deg - Including wind 

03_005_010_01   Wind only 1.0 - - - - 11.4 180 Low - - 

03_003_003_01   Wave 3 - WN 

0.5+3.0 

1.5 4.0 - 25.0 180 - - - - - - 

03_004_002_01   Wave 4 - WN 5.00 4.0 - 25.0 180 - - - - - - 

03_005_011_01   Wave 5 2.50 6.0 180 4.0 11.4 180 Low - - 

03_006_002_01   Wave 6 2.50 8.0 180 1.0 11.4 180 Low - - 

03_010_006_03   Wave 10 3.00 8.0 180 1.6 11.4 225 Low - - 

03_011_006_01   Wave 11 5.44 12.0 180 1.0 21.0 225 Mid - - 

03_012_004_01 */*** Wave 12 10.00 13.0 180 1.0 27.0 180 High 1.69 180 

*Including relative wind speed           

**Due to large floater motions 6 component frame locked        

***Spring in frontal mooring line strechted due to high tension        
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TABLE 10 REVIEW OF TESTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

 

MARIN Test No. 
30995_04OB_ 

Test 
Start Time  

[s] 
End Time  

[s] 

Wave Characteristics 

Amplitude 
ζa 

[m] 

Period 
[s] 

Dir. 
[deg] 

Model Heading 0 deg 

03_050_001_01 Wave 50 552.8 573.2 

1.5 

4.0 

180 

03_051_001_01 Wave 51 422.4 452.7 6.0 

03_052_001_01 Wave 52 304.0 344.3 8.0 

03_053_001_01 Wave 53 270.8 321.3 10.0 

03_054_001_01 Wave 54 220.9 281.0 12.0 

03_055_001_01 Wave 55 334.1 405.0 14.0 

03_056_001_01 Wave 56 220.9 300.1 16.0 

03_057_001_01 Wave 57 192.6 292.5 20.0 

03_058_001_01 Wave 58 214.5 335.7 24.0 

Model Heading -120 deg 

03_050_002_01 Wave 50 623.3 643.7 

1.5 

4.0 

180 

03_051_002_01 Wave 51 399.1 429.5 6.0 

03_052_002_01 Wave 52 303.4 343.6 8.0 

03_053_002_01 Wave 53 268.5 318.8 10.0 

03_054_002_01 Wave 54 219.3 279.6 12.0 

03_055_002_01 Wave 55 333.8 404.2 14.0 

03_056_002_01 Wave 56 269.2 349.5 16.0 

03_057_002_01 Wave 57 151.8 252.3 20.0 

03_058_002_01 Wave 58 168.1 287.5 24.0 
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TABLE 11 REVIEW OF TOWING TESTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

MARIN Test No. 
30995_04OB_ 

Description 
Time 
[h] 

Wave Characteristics Wind Current 

Hs 
[m] 

Tp 
[s] 

Dir.  
[deg] 

γ 
[-] 

Vel. 
[m/s] 

Dir. 
[deg] 

Spec. 
Vel. 

[m/s] 
Dir. 

[deg] 

Soft Moored (Transit) - Heading -0 deg 

03_014_001_01   Current only 

1.0 

- - - - - - - 0.47 180 

03_014_002_01   Current only - - - - - - - 1.69 180 

03_013_001_01   Wave 14 

0.5+3.0 

3.7 10.7 180   20.0 180 Tow2 0.47 180 

03_013_002_01   Wave 13 1.5 8.3 180   - - - 1.69 180 
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APPENDIX 2 Results of model tests 
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FIGURE 1 MOTION RESPONSE WHITE NOISE TESTS 0 DEGREES 
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FIGURE 2 MOTION RESPONSE WHITE NOISE TESTS 0 DEGREES 
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FIGURE 3 MOTION RESPONSE WHITE NOISE TESTS 120 DEGREES 
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FIGURE 4 MOTION RESPONSE WHITE NOISE TESTS 120 DEGREES 
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DOCUMENTATION SHEETS 
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APPENDIX 3 Offshore Basin (OB) 

 

 

 

 
Revision Date Description of revision Author 

0 March 27, 2017 First version of the appendix JJS 
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Depressurised Wave Basin (DWB) 

Offshore Basin (OB) 

General 

In the Offshore Basin (OB) irregular long and short crested waves can be generated. The OB is 

45 m long, 36 m wide and has an adjustable water depth with a maximum of 10 m. The basin is 

mainly designed for testing models of offshore structures which are fixed, moored or controlled 

by dynamic positioning, in waves, wind and current. 

 

  

Figure F01-7-1:  Overview of the offshore basin 

Sign convention 

The figure shows the possible directions of current, swell, local waves and wind that can be 

modelled in MARIN's Offshore Basin. All directions are defined in the basin-fixed system of axes. 

 

 

Figure F01-7-2:  Representation of the Basin Fixed Coordinate System (BFCS) in the 

OB 
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Wave generation 

At two adjacent sides of the basin, segmented wave generators consisting of hinged flaps are 

installed. This implies that waves can be generated in any direction ranging between head seas 

and beam seas (180 - 270 deg, defined in the basin fixed system of axes). Wave directions 

between following seas and beam seas can be modeled by changing the vessel heading. 

Opposite the 270 deg wave generator, passive sinkable wave absorbers are installed.  

  

Figure F01-7-3:  Overview of the wave flaps (left) and absorbing beaches (right) 

The wave generator system is equipped with higher order wave synthesis techniques. The 

beaches of the OB are designed to minimize wave reflections, even for long period swells. For 

the generation of irregular seas the wave generator flaps perform (pre-calculated) irregular 

motions. The signal of the wave flap motions is non-repetitive and contains the same range of 

frequencies present in the irregular seas to be generated. Each flap is controlled separately by a 

driving motor and has a width of 40 cm.  

The capability of the wave flaps is limited due to power, wave flap angles or wave breaking criteria. 

Therefore, it may be difficult to calibrate wave spectra which contains energy at low periods, high 

periods, or with a too high significant wave height. Figure F01-7-4 shows the wave generation 

capability at model scale. The plot shows the capability of long crested waves from the 180 deg 

and 270 deg wave maker. The horizontal axis represents the peak period of the wave spectrum 

in [s] at model scale. The vertical axis represents the significant wave height in [m] at model scale. 

It should be noted that these plots are indicative and depend on many parameters (spectrum 

enhancement factor, current, wave direction…). 

 

Figure F01-7-4: Wave generation capability in the OB 
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Wind generation 

Wind can be generated by a large number of wind fans. Together they form a wind field of 20 m 

width. This ensures a constant wind field over the full measurement area, even when using a 

large test set-up, e.g. in case of tandem offloading tests. Constant wind as well as gusting and 

squall wind can be generated. It is noted that the wind forces to be modelled will be an important 

factor to take into account in the choice of the scale, as the maximum wind speed that can be 

reached in the basin is approximately 6.5 m/s.  

 

  

Figure F01-7-5: Overview of the wind fans used in the Offshore Basin 

 

As an alternative to the wind fans, the wind forces can be modelled using a dynamic winch. This 

is a good option for spread mooring systems as the model heading is relatively constant during a 

test, which means that a fixed attachment point can be used. 

 

Current generation 

The current generation system in the Offshore Basin consists of 6 separate layers, each equipped 

with its own pump. Current can be generated over the full depth of 10.0 m. The water is re-

circulated through a system of channels outside the basin, in order to avoid recirculation in the 

basin itself. This current generation system enables the adjustment of vertical current profiles with 

constant speeds. The water is flowing into the basin from one side and flowing out on the opposite 

side over the full basin width. The water is re-circulated outside the basin through a system of 

large channels, in order to avoid re-circulation in the basin itself. On Figure F01-7-6 and Figure 

F01-7-7 both the inlet (left) and the outlet (right) of the six current layers are displayed.  
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Figure F01-7-6: Current inlet 

 

Figure F01-7-7: Current outlet 

 

The turbulence intensity in the current flow in the Offshore Basin is generally very low (around 

5%). However, the turbulence may be somewhat larger in case of a strongly sheared current 

profile (current profiles with a strong variation in velocity over the water depth). This can be 

explained as follows. In the Offshore Basin the current is adjusted in 6 separate layers (each with 

their actual heights) and the natural shear in the current flow will prevent sharp steps in current 

speed between the different layers. In case of a very high surface current and small (or even zero) 

velocity for larger depths a strong current gradient may cause an increase in turbulence, which is 

a natural phenomenon. Therefore, no guarantee can be given about the turbulence that will be 

measured in the basin. 

 

 

Figure F01-7-8:  Side view of the current pump system 

 

Figure F01-7-9 shows the capability of the current generation system. The minimum and 
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maximum current speeds that can be achieved are represented as a function of the basin depth. 

Model scale values are shown on this Figure. Also, this Figure shows that the current generation 

system of the Offshore Basin is designed to standard current profiles, i.e. the deeper the water, 

the lower the current speed. For particular current profiles, the calibration in the bottom layers 

parts may be more difficult. 

 

 

Figure F01-7-9:  Capability of the current generation in the OB 
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APPENDIX 4 Statistical analysis 

 
 

 

 
 

Revision Date Description of revision Author 

0 September 10, 2009 First version of the appendix JLC 

1 February 26, 2010 Review and up-date of the text JLC 

2 September 1, 2010 Remark on extremes in STATAN added JH/JJS 
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Statistical Analysis 

The data analysis of the model tests or simulations includes a statistical analysis of the recorded 

time signals. Two types of statistical analysis are available, being “GEMBER” and “STATAN”. The 

GEMBER tables contain a limited statistical analysis based on all samples in the signal. The 

STATAN tables contain a more detailed statistical analysis. The statistical quantities included in 

both analysis methods are listed below. 

 

GEMBER statistical analysis tables 

The following quantities are determined for the measured and calculated time signals. 

 

1. Mean value: u  (MEAN) 

 
N

n
n= 1

1
u =         (N   =   number   of   samples)u

N
  

 

2. Standard deviation: u (ST.DEV) 

 
N

2
u n

n= 1

1
 =  ( - u)u

N
  

 

3. Maximum value: A MAX + 

 Highest crest value. 

 

4. Maximum value: A MAX - 

 Highest trough value. 

 

STATAN statistical analysis tables 

The following quantities are determined for the measured and calculated time signals. 

 

1. Mean value: u  (MEAN) 

 
N

n
n= 1

1
u =         (N   =   number   of   samples)u

N
  

 

2. Standard deviation: u (ST.DEV) 

 
N

2
u n

n= 1

1
 =  ( - u)u

N
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3. Maximum value: A MAX + 

 Highest crest value. 

 

4. Maximum value: A MAX - 

 Highest trough value. 

 

5. Maximum double amplitude: 2A MAX 

 This is the maximum crest to trough value. 

 

6. Significant peak value: A 1/3 + 

 This is the mean of the highest one-third zero to crest values. 

 

7. Significant trough value: A 1/3 - 

 This is the mean of the highest one-third zero to trough values. 

 

8. Significant double amplitude: 2A 1/3 

 This is the mean of the highest one-third crest to trough values. 

 

9. Number of oscillations: NO 

 This is the total number of oscillations in the record. 

 

It is noted that the extreme values in GEMBER are based on individual samples, while the 

STATAN extreme values are determined using a spline function fitted through 5 data points. For 

relatively smooth signals the extreme values can be calculated more accurately with this method. 

In STATAN the extreme values (crests and troughs) of a target signal are calculated in three 
steps: 

1. The time derivative signal is calculated by applying a differentiating filter. 
2. The occurrences of time are calculated for which the derivative signal is zero. Therefore, the 

derivative signal is approximated by a third degree polynomial. The time incidences which are 
found correspond to those for which the target signal has extreme values. The time incidences 
for the extreme values do not correspond to sample values! 

3. To get the peak and trough values, the target signal is interpolated for the time incidences 
from step 2. Only significant extreme values are considered. 

Due to these methods the maxima listed in the statistical analysis can be smaller or higher than 

the maxima found in the ASCII files (and raw measurement results).  
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APPENDIX 5 Harmonic analysis 

 
 

 

 
 

Revision Date Description of revision Author 

0 May 19, 2009 First version of the appendix JLC 

1 December 11, 2009 Added amplitude and phase determination JvdB 

2 January 26, 2010 Added small revisions AK 
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Review of the Theory of Harmonic Analysis 
 

A regular signal f(t) can be represented as a sum of sines and cosines (Fourier series): 

 
k= 

k k
k= 0

f(t) =   cos kt +  sin kta b



 

 

in which the first term (k=0) represents the mean value and the other terms represent the particular 

harmonic component. The coefficient ak can be obtained by multiplying the above equation with cos 

(nt) and integrating over the interval 0 to 2: 

2 2 2

k k
k= 00 0 0

 f(t) cos nt dt =    cos kt cos nt dt +   sin kt cos nt dta b
    

   
 

 

 

All terms of the sum yield the result 0, except the term: 

2

0

 cos kt cos nt dt


  for n=k 

from which an can be determined: 

2

n
0

1
 =   f(t) cos nt dta






 

 

The coefficients bn can be obtained in an equivalent way by multiplying with sin (nt) and integrating: 

2

n
0

1
 =   f(t) sin nt dtb






 

 

The solution of above integrals is performed in a numerical way by integrating over the complete 

measuring time: 

N

nk
n= 1

2
 =    cos kta f

N
  and 

N

nk
n= 1

2
 =    sin k tb f

N
  

 

in which fn is the magnitude and N is the number of samples used for the numerical integration. The 

coefficients ak and bk determine the amplitude and the phase of each component k: 

2 2

k k k
amp  = a b

  
and k

k
k

b
a tan( )

a


 

 

 

By comparing the amplitude and phase information of a signal s1 to a lead signal s0, an RAO can 

be determined. 
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APPENDIX 6 Wave Spectrum Formulations 

 
 

 

 
 

Revision Date Description of revision Author 

0 May 19, 2009 First version of the appendix JLC 
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Wave Spectrum Formulations 

In this appendix the mathematical formulation of a number of wave spectra used in offshore model 

testing is presented. Descriptions of the following spectra are included: 

1. Pierson Moskowitz wave spectrum 

2. JONSWAP wave spectrum 

3. TMA wave spectrum 

4. Gaussian spectrum 

5. Ochi-Hubble wave spectrum 

6. White noise spectrum 

7. Some remarks on wave and group spectra 

 

The spectral formulations are described based on the wave period and the significant wave 

height. In order to define the spectra S(), the following definitions are required. 

Hs = 
0

4 m  = Significant wave height, [m] 

m0 = 
0

S ( ) d



    = Area under the wave spectrum or zeroth moment, [m2] 

p = 

p

2

T


 = Frequency at which the maximum energy is found, [rad/s] 

Tp   = Peak period, [s] 

T1 = 0

1

m
2

m
   = Mean wave period or first period, [s] 

T2 = 
0

2

m
2

m
   = Mean zero-upcrossing wave period or second period, [s] 

m1 = 
0

S ( ) d



     = First moment, [m2/s] 

m2 = 
2

0

S ( ) d



      = Second moment, [m2/s2] 

 

The bandwidth of a spectrum influences the time intervals between wave crests: 

2
m

4

m
T 2

m
   (Rice; 1944, 1945) 

 

Tm is the mean period between wave crests. The ratio Tm/T2 is related to the width of the spectrum. 

For each of the spectra the relationships between Tp, T1 and T2 are stated in a table in this 

appendix. 
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Pierson-Moskowitz wave spectrum (1964) 

Among the wave spectra the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum [1] is the most frequently applied one 

for fully developed seas. Pierson and Moskowitz have derived the wave spectral formulation for 

fully developed seas from analysis of wave spectra measured on the North Atlantic Ocean:  

4

1

691

(T )2

1/3 1 5

1

172.8
S ( ) / (H ) T e

(T )





   

 
 

4

2

496

(T )2

1/3 2 5

2

124
S ( ) / (H ) T e

(T )





   

 
 

 

By means of numerical integration the following relationships between various wave periods valid 

for the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum can be derived, see the table below: 

Example: T2 = 0.71 Tp T1 Tp T2 

Average wave period  T1 = 1 0.77 1.086 

Period of the spectral component associated with  

maximum wave energy (peak period) Tp = 
1.296 1 1.408 

Mean zero-upcrossing period  T2 = 0.92 0.71 1 

 

According to Reference [2] the following relationship between various wave heights exist for fully 

developed seas: 

Example: H1/10 = 1.27 H1/3 H1/1 H1/3 H1/10 

Average wave height H1/1 1 0.63 0.49 

Significant wave height H1/3 1.59 1 0.78 

H1/10 2.03 1.27 1 

 

Here, H1/n is the mean of the wave height of the nth highest part of the wave height distribution. 
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JONSWAP wave spectrum (1973) 

An extensive wave measurement program known as the Joint North Sea Wave Project 

(JONSWAP) was carried out in 1968 and 1969 along a line extending over 100 miles (160 km) 

into the North Sea from Silt Island. From the analysis of the measured spectra, a JONSWAP wave 

spectral formulation was derived which is representative of wind- generated seas with a fetch 

limitation, see Reference [3]. 

 

The JONSWAP spectrum, based on a period and the significant wave height, can be expressed 

using the formulation below. This formulation is based on a Pierson-Moskowitz type spectrum, 

with a “peak enhancement” factor to modify its shape. 

2 2    2
0 02 -4 exp  [- ( - /(2 .  )  ])-5

0 ( )  =    .    .    .  exp  [  -1.25  ( /   ] .    g )S
   

       

a 0

b 0

  for      
   =   

  for    >
       

 

 

in which: 

S() = spectral density at wave frequency , [m2s] 

 = wave frequency, [rad/s] 

0 = spectrum peak frequency, [rad/s] 

g = gravitational acceleration, [m/s2], g = 9.81 m/s2 

 

A definition sketch of the parameters for the description of the JONSWAP spectrum is given in 

the figure below: 

 

For the mean JONSWAP spectrum the authors of Reference [3] found the following values for 

the dimensionless spectral shape parameters a, b and . 

 = 3.0 

a = 0.07 

b = 0.09 
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In the case that only the significant wave height H1/3 and the average period T1 are known, the 

following procedure can be applied when using the JONSWAP spectrum: 

 For the shape parameters a and b the default values are selected (see above). 

 By means of numerical integration the following relation between Tp, T1, T2 for the JONSWAP 

spectra (a = 0.07 and b = 0.09) as a function of -value was established. 

 Tp/T1 Tp/T2 T1/T2 

1.0 (P.M.) 

2.0 

3.0 

3.3 (mean) 

4.0 

5.0 

6.0 

1.296 

1.240 

1.206 

1.198 

1.183 

1.165 

1.151 

1.408 

1.338 

1.295 

1.285 

1.264 

1.240 

1.221 

1.086 

1.079 

1.073 

1.072 

1.069 

1.065 

1.061 

 

Using the appropriate value from the table above at a chosen -value in combination with the 

given average wave period T1 the period of the spectral component associated with the 

maximum energy Tp can be calculated. 

 

 Finally, the factor  is chosen such, that the following relation is fulfilled. 

01/3
0

  
H   =   4 ( ) d   =  4S m



     

 

in which: 

H1/3 = significant wave height, [m] 

m0 = area beneath the wave spectrum, [m2] 

 

TMA wave spectrum 

In shallow water conditions, instead of the JONSWAP spectrum the so-called TMA spectrum can 

be applied. “TMA” is an abbreviation for “Texel-Marsen-Arsloe”. It is a JONSWAP spectrum 

modified by a term accounting for the actual water depth, see Reference [6]: 

TMA J ( )  =   ( )  ( )  S S     

5

2 3

k

 ( ) =  
2g k




   

2

2

2

k 2
gktanh(kd);  

gkd

k cosh (kd)

 
  

 


 

where 
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J ( )S   = JONSWAP spectral density as given above at wave frequency , [m2s] 

 ( )    = depth function at wave frequency , [-] 

 = wave frequency, [rad/s] 

k = wave number, [rad/m] 

g = gravitational acceleration, [m/s2], g = 9.81 m/s2 

d = water depth, [m] 

Comparing TMA and JONSWAP spectra for the same significant wave height, peak period, peak 

enhancement factor and shape parameters, in the TMA spectrum energy is shifted to higher 

frequencies, see figure below for 20 m water depth: 

 

 

Gaussian swell spectrum 

The Gaussian distribution function can be used to describe the spectrum of a swell wave. In this 

case, the spectral formulation is as follows: 

 
22

01/3
2 2

0 0

H 1
 ( )  =    expS

4 2 2


 
     

                 
 

 

 

in which: 

0 = Spectrum peak frequency, [rad/sec] 

 = Dimensionless shape parameter, [-] 

H1/3 = Significant wave height, [m] 

 

The Gaussian spectrum is symmetrical and therefore T0 = T1 = T2 = Tp. 

 

Ochi-Hubble wave spectrum 

The Ochi-Hubble wave spectrum has two peaks, representing a long-period swell and short-
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period wind seas. The parameters defining the Ochi-Hubble wave spectrum include two 

values for the significant wave height Hs (one for the swell and one for the wind seas), two 

values for the peak period Tp (same) and two values for an enhancement factor  (same). 

The Ochi-Hubble wave spectrum can be formulated as follows: 

 
 

j

j

λ
4 42

2 j p,j s,j j p,j1
4 j = 1 4λ +1

j

4λ +1 /4 H 4λ +1
S ( ) . . exp -

Γ(λ ) 4

                   
    

 

 

in which: 

j = Wave component index [-], j=1 (swell), j = 2 (sea) 

Hs,j = Significant wave height of wave component j, [m] 

p,j = Spectrum peak frequency, [rad/sec] 

j = Dimensionless shape parameter, [-] 

 = Gamma function, [-] 

 

White noise spectrum 

The white noise spectrum has a constant energy distribution over a range of wave frequencies. 

This spectrum can be formulated as follows: 

b
2

1/3
b e

e b

e

0 for   

(H /4)
S ( ) = for  <  

(  - )

0 for   



  



    
 

   


 

 

in which: 

 

b = Lowest wave frequency, [rad/sec] 

e = Highest wave frequency, [rad/sec] 

 

Some remarks on wave and wave group spectra 

In the foregoing the different wave spectrum formulations are reviewed. The wave spectral 

components of the spectrum will cause, according to the linear theory, the wave exciting forces 

and moments on the moored vessel and mooring system inducing the wave frequency motions 

and forces in the mooring system. The spectral shape involved, however, will not only affect the 

high frequency behaviour of the system. In Reference [4] it is shown that from the normal wave 

spectrum S () the spectrum of the square of the wave envelope can be derived theoretically. 

This feature is important because of the analogy which exists between the low frequency wave 

drifting forces and the low frequency part of the square of the heights of the incident waves, see 
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Reference [5]. 

 

The wave elevation is written as: 

2

i 1 1i 1

1 1 1 2 2 2

(t) sin ( t )

sin ( t ) sin ( t )


     

         
 

 

For small differences between 1 and 2 a schematic representation of the wave train is shown 

in the figure below. Such a wave train will be called a regular wave group. This type of wave train 

is characterized by a periodic variation of the wave envelope. The frequency associated with the 

envelope is equal to  = 2 - 1 being the difference frequency of the regular wave components. 

 

The wave elevation in amplitude modulated form can be written as: 

(t) A(t) sin ( t )      

 

in which: 

1 2

1 2

( ) / 2

( ) / 2

    

    
 

 

It can be shown that the envelope becomes: 

 
1

22 2

1 j i j i ji 1 i 1
A(t) cos ( )t ( )

 

 
           
 

 

 

The square of the envelope is: 

 
2 22

1 j i j i ji 1 i 1
A (t) cos ( )t ( )

 
           

 

or 

2 2 2

1 2 1 2
A (t) 2 cos t         
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in which:  = 2 - 1 

 

Note that (see figure below): 

1 = 1/2 A2 in which: 1 = low frequency part of the squared wave height (t). 

 

In accordance with the definition of a spectrum the spectral densities are: 

S () d =  1/2 a
2 

SA2() d = 1/2 p2 in which p = A2 

 

In accordance with the definition of a spectrum the spectral densities of the square of the wave 

envelope will be: 

SA2() d = 1/2 (21 (1) 2 (1 + ))2 

 

which will yield for the regular wave group with (1) and 2(2): 

SA2() d = 2 (1 (1) 2 (1 + ))2 

  = 2{2 S1 (1) d 2 S2 (1 + ) d} 

 

or for all the wave groups with the frequency-difference  in a wave spectrum: 

A2
0

S ( ) 8 S ( ) S ( ) d


 
       

 

 

The distribution function of A2(t) is, for a narrow band spectrum: 
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2

0

A

2m2

0

1
P(A ) e

2m



   

 

where: 

0
0

m S ( ) d



     

 

From the above, it follows that knowledge of S() and the assumption that the wave elevation is 

normally distributed is sufficient to calculate the spectral density and distribution function A2(t). 

 

From the foregoing it follows that the spectral density and distribution may also be calculated from 

the low frequency part of the square of the record of the wave height measured in the basin. If 

the waves are completely random then the spectral density and distribution obtained from and 

based on the normal (first) spectrum of the waves should correspond with the spectral density 

and distribution of 2.1
2 calculated directly from the wave record. 

 

The distribution function P(A2) and p(2.1
2) and the spectral density of the waves and of A2 and 

2.1
2 are shown in Figures A and B on the next page, respectively for an irregular wave train 

generated in a basin of MARIN. 

 

 

As mentioned, the wave envelope is related to the low-pass filtered square of the wave elevation: 

2

1
A(t) 2 (t)    
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Figure A: Spectra of waves and low frequency part of the square of a wave record 

 

 

Figure B: Distribution function of the low frequency part of the square of a wave record 
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In order to show that this operation does indeed represent the wave envelope, results of an 

analyzed irregular wave train are plotted in the figure below showing the wave elevation  (t) and 

the corresponding wave envelope A (t). 

 

 

 

Using the spectral density formulation of A2 (t), which means the spectrum of the square of the 

wave envelope or the wave group spectrum according to: 

g
0

S ( ) 8 S ( ) S ( ) d


 
       

 

Computations have been carried out on the different afore-mentioned wave spectrum 

formulations. 
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In the figure below the wave group spectra have been computed for 5 different wave spectrum 

formulations each having the same significant wave height w1/3 = 5.5 m and the same average 

period T1 = 11.50 s. 
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In the figure below the wave group spectra have been computed for 5 different wave spectrum 

formulations each having the same significant wave height w1/3 = 5.5 m and the same peak period 

Tp = 14.9 s. 

 

 

 

From the results it can be concluded that the spectral density of the square of the wave groups 

will be substantially influenced by the shape of the chosen wave spectrum. 
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